We present a general approach for modelling temporal aspects of objects in a logic programming framework. Change is formulated in the context of a database which stores explicitly a record of all changes that have occurred to objects and thus (implicitly) all states of objects in the database. A snapshot of the database at any given time is an object-oriented database, in the sense that it supports an object{ based data model. An object is viewed as a collection of simple atomic formulas, with support for an explicit notion of object identity, classes and inheritance.
these two paradigms to provide a single powerful framework for future database systems. Although there is still no general agreement on how this integration should be carried out | some authors even argue that one cannot have a system that is both truly deductive and truly object-oriented because of the conceptual mismatch between value-oriented logic programming and the notion of object as imported from object-oriented programming | there have been some promising developments, especially in the emergence of logics for objects with identity and complex internal structure. Existing proposals are summarised in section 2.
Most of this work, however, has ignored dynamic aspects, that is to say, the complications that arise when objects evolve over time or mutate into objects with di erent internal structure. Work on the representation of temporal phenomena, on the other hand, has tended not to involve any explicit notion of`object'. In temporal databases, research is dominated by approaches based on the relational model, although there are some exceptions. Some references are provided at the end of this section. Outside the database eld, in AI in particular, there is extensive work on temporal reasoning, but here again` uents' | the propositions whose truth value varies over time | are typically represented as ground terms of some rst-order language.
In this paper, we address the representation of temporal information in object-oriented databases. We do this by developing a variant of the event calculus 46], which we call Object-based Event Calculus (or OEC in short), for describing and reasoning about changes to objects in a logic programming framework.
The event calculus was introduced in 46] as a general logic programming treatment of time and change. Events, which are taken as the primitive temporal notion, mark the occurrence of change, and initiate and terminate periods of time for which facts hold. Given a record of events that have happened or that may happen, the event calculus can be used to determine what facts hold at any given time, or to compute the periods | the maximal intervals of time | for which a fact holds continuously. In the standard versions these time-varying facts are represented as (ground) rst-order terms. From the database perspective, they can be seen as tuples of relations: the event calculus is then a method of deriving, for every such tuple, the periods of time for which it holds (the`lifespan' of the tuple in the terminology of 27]). A snapshot of what holds at any time has the form of a relational database.
The timestamping of relational tuples with intervals is a common technique in many temporal database systems. The main di erence in the event calculus is that these intervals are not inserted and modi ed explicitly but are derived from the record of event occurrences as required: the events e ectively give some semantic structure to the endpoints of intervals. A similar idea, expressed in terms of an extended relational algebra, has recently been proposed in 71] . The record of event occurrences is there called à journal'. Operators are proposed to derive what holds at intermediate times: a`history' operator converts event data to intervals, and a`snapshot' operator determines what holds at a given point in time.
The event calculus is also intended to contribute to the treatment of database updates (see in particular 44] ). This is not an aspect that we shall discuss in this paper, however. Similarly, the event calculus has been extended and applied to the construction of temporal databases that support both`valid time' and`transaction time ' 63, 64] ; again this is a further development we do not undertake.
In this paper we construct a version of the event calculus | the OEC | for dealing with changes to objects. As in the original (relational) event calculus, the changing world is described in terms of a record of events (a`journal'), from which the OEC can reconstruct and access the states of objects at any time. We get a database in which all states of objects are stored (implicitly). A snapshot of this database at any given time is an objectoriented database |`object-oriented' in the sense that it supports an object-based data model. For reasons explained later, we shall adopt the view of an object as a collection of simple atomic formulas with a standard rst-order semantics.
This paper is an expansion and further development of our previous presentation 34] where we discussed the evolution of objects using the event calculus. We now develop the basic idea and explore other temporal aspects of objects as well.
The paper has three main components: (1) Since an object, however understood, is a more complicated structure than a collection of relational tuples, several di erent kinds of change can be identi ed, each requiring its own treatment. We examine the main kinds of change in detail | in su cient detail that the resulting formulation can be executed directly, as a Prolog program, say. The same problems arise whatever representational formalism is employed. The formulations proposed could be reconstructed, if preferred, in some other representational formalism, such as the situation calculus. (2) In common with much current usage, the term`database' is used in this paper to refer to a wide, loosely de ned class of applications, not just to large-scale database systems, narrowly understood. In the rst instance, the OEC is intended to be used in the construction of`database' or`knowledge-base' applications where the problems of scale and performance associated with large-scale database systems are not a major factor. Some examples are mentioned in the text. However, it is also our aim to develop the OEC as a basis for practical, large-scale temporal database systems. In this last respect we shall be concerned with explaining how previously proposed implementational strategies in the temporal database literature may be adapted for use with the OEC. ( 3) The OEC's mechanism for maintaining the state history of objects leads to the versioning of objects as a natural and straightforward development. Event descriptions can be used to keep parallel histories of objects, and these can be used to model multiple versions of the same object at a time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief survey of the existing work on reasoning with complex objects for the purpose of identifying, in section 3, the basic data model that will be supported by our object-based variant of the event calculus. The OEC itself is presented in three separate sections. In section 4 we present the basic formulation and discuss how it can be applied to describe changes in objects. In section 5 we address the mutation of objects, where objects are allowed to change their classes during their evolution. And in section 6 we extend the formulation to incorporate some other object-oriented features, speci cally multi-valued attributes and methods for derived attributes. Practical considerations and implementation strategies for temporal databases are discussed in section 7. Sections 8 and 9 show how the OEC can be adapted in a natural way to deal with versioning of objects and schema evolution respectively.
The literature on temporal reasoning and temporal databases is very extensive and we do not attempt a full survey here. For various extensions and applications of the event calculus see, e.g., 11, 15, 20, 23, 24, 51, 54, 59, 62, 65] . Comparisons of the event calculus with situation calculus are provided in 53] and 45]. For temporal databases, 43] provides a recent bibliography of work in this area together with pointers to previous bibliographies. The collection 69] gives an excellent overview of the main approaches and discusses many of the issues that are studied in this eld. As already mentioned, most work in temporal databases has been undertaken in the context of the relational model. Exceptions include 21, 32, 56, 57, 68, 73] . Comparisons with other proposals and references to speci c points are given as they arise in the text.
Complex Objects
The purpose of this section is to identify and motivate the choice of data model we have adopted for the OEC.
Although there has been much confusion and controversy about the meaning of objectorientation in general and object-oriented databases in particular, a number of concepts have emerged as characteristic of this approach. Several papers 6, 5, 67] have now proposed a set of base features for object-oriented databases, that is, databases which support an object-oriented data model. There is no single standard model, but there is a set of basic concepts common to all object-oriented programming and knowledge representation languages.
A great number of attempts have been made to use logic in establishing a formal semantics for object-oriented concepts. Some of the existing works take deductive databases as the basis and extend the existing systems with the concept of a structured object. Most of the work in this approach follows the research on non-1NF relations, in order to extend the data structures of logic programming with sets and complex terms 1, 14, 47, 74] . Others attempt to formalize the basic object-oriented concepts by developing a new logic to support various features of complex objects 8, 13, 37, 39, 49] . There is also another stream of work which approaches the problem from a programming language perspective. Here the aim is to extend the logic programming languages with some object-oriented features such as methods and message passing 19, 25, 50, 75] . These proposals are of less interest in the context of this paper since their primary concern is with programming constructs.
When we compare the existing work, we see that the semantics of a complex object di ers widely. In the proposals which extend deductive databases with sets and complex terms a complex object is viewed as a tuple in a higher-order relation. In object logics a complex object is either an element in some partially ordered domain or a collection of simple atomic formulas. Below we summarize these di erent semantics of objects and assess them according to their ability to support the representation of changes to objects.
Higher-Order Relations
One way of incorporating complex objects is to extend predicate calculus to a higher-order logic so that the value of an argument of a predicate can also be a relation built by using tuple and set constructors. Several higher-order extensions of logic programming, such as LDL 14] and COL 1] have been proposed. They view a complex object as a tuple in a higher-order relation. For example the COL statement:
person(john, 38, \London", fchess, tennisg, ftom, sueg). describes information about a person and his hobbies and children. Sets can be represented either explicitly as in this example or by data functions. In LDL, a grouping construct is used to construct a set by using a rule. For example, the rule children(X, <Y>) parent of(X, Y).
groups together all the children of each person. Here <> is the grouping operator.
These proposals can be characterized as attempts to incorporate some notions from the object-oriented paradigm, without compromising the goal of having the relational model as the basis of the extended model. Thus they are often said to be value based. Although higher-order logic provides a formal framework for nested relations and complex objects, it also has some disadvantages. The higher-order semantics of sets presents severe semantic problems for logic programs in these languages, and it is di cult to develop an e cient query evaluation in these approaches.
Another disadvantage is that representing a complex object by a nested tuple is practically not very convenient. Because of syntactical limitations (e.g. xed arity) these languages do not provide access to sub-structures of complex objects in a homogeneous way. They are unsuitable for deductive retrieval at arbitrary levels. In the above example, to nd the age of the person john's child tom, one must start from the top predicate person and then continue down to the sub-structures where the required information can be found. In the case of updates, semantic problems also arise. For example if john develops a new hobby, adding the new information will yield a completely di erent tuple which does not have any semantic relationship with the original one. Omitting the information about address will produce a tuple of a completely di erent type.
Object Logics
The other main stream of work aims at developing a new logic to support various features of complex objects. It is argued that just as for relational databases, a logical framework can be established for object-oriented databases also. The underlying logic must be di erent from rst-order predicate logic because most features of object-orientation require higher orderness. On the other hand it is desirable to have a logic with rst-order properties: following the terminology of 12] the language (syntax) of an object model must be higher order to be able to manipulate such concepts while the semantics must be restricted enough to satisfy rst orderness. A number of such object logics have been proposed.
The rst work, in uenced by the -terms of LOGIN 4], was Maier's O-logic 49] which was later extended by a number of proposals, namely C-logic 13], extended O-logic 39], and F-logic 37]. From the object-oriented world these logics acquire the notion of object identities, complex objects, a mechanism for object classi cation and a structure for property inheritance. From the logic programming world they absorb the concepts of uni cation, answer substitution and a strategy for deductive query processing.
In these logics, an object is represented as a complex term in the language. For instance in O-logic 39], the person object illustrated in the previous section can be represented by a complex term as follows: Here person is the class name, john is the object identity and the labels denote attributes. The syntax of these complex terms is in uenced by the language LOGIN but their semantics is di erent. In LOGIN complex terms denote types and inheritance is incorporated into the uni cation algorithm. In the object logics, complex terms are formulas in their own right: written as a formula, a complex term asserts that an individual object with that structure exists. More complex formulas are built by combining object terms using the usual truth-functional connectives and quanti ers.
Although the syntax and the informal reading of complex terms are quite similar in all of these object logics, the precise semantics given to the complex terms varies. Extended Ologic and F-logic view an object term as an element in a partially ordered domain. Partial orderings on class names and object identities are de ned and using these orderings a partial ordering over complex object terms is obtained and used to capture sub-object or sub-type relationships.
The major disadvantage of this approach is that the logic becomes more complicated as more features, such as methods and inheritance, are introduced. A natural concern is whether there might be an e cient evaluation procedure for queries. Another important concern, directly related to the main topic of this paper, is the ability of this approach to model the dynamic behaviour of objects. This question is not addressed in the current literature, and many of the di culties seem not to have been anticipated. For instance, some common types of change would seem to require changes to the partial ordering on class names and object identities, and hence e ectively to the language itself. It is di cult to see how such changes could be accommodated smoothly, and no suggestions on these points have appeared, to our knowledge. C-logic 13] takes a di erent approach. Here, complex object descriptions are considered as collections or conjunctions of atomic properties. Each attribute label is viewed as a binary predicate and each class symbol as a unary predicate. An object with several labels can then be described as a conjunction of several atomic formulas. For example the term john name ) \John Smith", age ) 28] can be considered as john name ) \John Smith"]^john age) 28] or as name(john,\John Smith")^age (john, 28) in rst-order logic. This formula approach makes it possible to understand the semantics of complex objects within the predicate logic. Chen and Warren give a semantics to C-logic directly, and also by transformation to an equivalent rst-order formula which uses unary predicates for types and binary predicates for attributes. This makes proof procedures and associated computational developments in rst-order logic readily available for complex objects.
One advantage of the formula approach taken by C-logic is that it allows information about an entity to be speci ed and accumulated piecewise, which facilitates the update of subparts of an object independently of others. The explicit notion of object identity also makes sharing and updates easier. Adding new information about an object is just a matter of adding one or more binary predicates. The subparts of an object can be retrieved by using the identity of the object and the attribute name describing the subpart.
The Data Model
In this section we present the data model that the OEC will support.
The data model provides a basic set of features associated with structural object orientation: object identity, complex objects with both single-valued and multi-valued attributes, methods for derived attributes, classes, class hierarchies, and inheritance. This is the set of features identi ed as the essential ingredients of object-oriented data models in 5, 67] , to which we have added derived attributes since they are useful in applications and can be supported straightforwardly. The treatment we adopt follows the formula approach exempli ed by C-logic 13], as summarised in the previous section.
We view an object as a named collection of object-attribute-value triples. Every object is abstracted by a unique identity which distinguishes it from other objects. Following Kifer and Wu 39] we use individual terms to denote object identities. A term representing the object identity is composed of function symbols, constants and variables in the usual way. (We use the standard Prolog convention for constants and variables throughout the paper: strings beginning with an upper-case letter are variables.) For example john, X, children(john, mary), path(X,Y) can all be terms denoting identities. The set of all ground identity terms plays a role analogous to that of the Herbrand Universe in classical logic. Function symbols are used to construct new object identities out of existing ones. The objects have attributes whose values can be other objects (or more precisely their identities).
Objects are organized into class hierarchies, de ned explicitly by asserting is a relationships among classes. A class denotes a set of object identities. Each class has a unique name to distinguish it from other classes. The class-subclass relation (is a) is to be read as the subset relation: the set of objects represented by a class includes all the objects belonging to the subclass(es) of that class.
The relation between a class and its instances is represented by the instance of relation. The set of instances of a class changes as new objects are created and cease to exist. This time-dependent behaviour of the instance of relation will be discussed in section 4.5.
A class describes the internal structure of its instances by attribute names. This structure is asserted by the predicate attribute. A subclass inherits the structure of its superclass(es). As an example consider the class hierarchy shown in gure 1. Classes student and employee are subclasses of person. The attributes common to all persons (i.e., name, address) are de ned in the class person and are inherited by the subclasses. The subclasses also de ne additional (more speci c) attributes. The class hierarchy is described as follows:
is a(student, person). is a(employee, person).
attribute(person,name). attribute(person,address). attribute(student,section). . . .
For the purposes of this example, we have assumed that all attributes are single-valued. As will be shown in the next section, the functionality constraint of such attributes is satis ed within the formulation of the OEC. The extension to allow multi-valued attributes in addition is straightforward but for explanatory purposes we leave this aside, together with methods for derived attributes, until section 6.
In order to formulate the inheritance of attribute names by the subclasses we de ne the predicate attribute of in the following way: attribute of(Class, X) attribute(Class, X). attribute of(Sub, X) is a(Sub, Class), attribute of(Class, X).
This formulation for objects and classes allows a very simple form of inheritance. It is limited to the subset relation between classes and monotonic inheritance of attribute names. Multiple inheritance without overriding can also be expressed by the is a predicate. This simple type of multiple inheritance causes no additional di culty and is not mentioned again.
The Object-Based Event Calculus
In this and the following two sections we shall present the OEC, a version of the event calculus that supports the data model described in the previous section. Given a description of event occurrences (changes in the world) the OEC can reconstruct the state of any object in the database at any point in time. It can also be used to compute the period(s) of time for which an object`exists' (its`lifespan ' 27] ) and the periods of time for which given attributes of objects have given values. For simplicity we shall assume for the time being that all attributes are single-valued and we shall ignore methods for derived attributes. These features of the data model will be re-introduced in section 6. The formulations presented in these sections can be executed as Prolog programs; however we shall comment separately on practical implementation strategies in section 7.
The OEC is based on a simpli ed, asymmetric case of the event calculus, where facts are assumed to persist forwards in time until they are terminated by some subsequent event. Correspondingly, the assimilation of events into the database is assumed to keep step with the occurrence of changes in the world. This is in contrast to the original formulation of the event calculus 46] which treats past and future symmetrically and can deal with the case where events are not necessarily recorded in the same order in which they actually occur.
This simpli ed version of the event calculus corresponds closely to updates in conventional databases 44]. It blurs the distinction between an event occurrence (a change in the world) and the recording of that event in the database. Accordingly, the database that is maintained by the OEC can be seen either as a historical or`valid time' database recording the evolution of some set of objects in the world, or as a system in which all past states of an object-oriented database are accessible. (And if valid times and transaction times are distinguished but are exactly correlated, then it can be seen as a`degenerate bitemporal' database 29, 30] .)
It would be possible to construct a version of the OEC without these assumptions following the symmetrical treatment of past and future of the original event calculus 46]. It would also be possible to extend the treatment to support both`valid time' and`transaction time' as done by Sripada 63, 64] for the relational versions. We do not attempt these further developments in this paper. Similarly, although it is only the relative ordering of events that is signi cant in the event calculus we shall assume that the times of all event occurrences are given since this is often useful in practice.
We present the OEC in stages. We begin with the simplest kind of change, which is change to an existing object's internal state.
Change of Internal State
The state of an object is determined by the values assigned to its attributes. Change in internal state corresponds to changing the value of any of the attributes. The basic idea in dealing with the evolution of an object over time is to parametrize its attributes with times at which these attributes have various values. Formulation of this idea within the spirit of the event calculus is straightforward. Events initiate and terminate periods of time for which a given attribute of a given object takes a particular value. Figure 2 shows the history of an employee object. Here john is the identity of the object and rank, dept, age, address are the attributes that are initiated to di erent values at di erent times. The object-based event calculus constructs such a state history of objects.
The e ects of events are described by the predicates initiates and terminates by means of assertions (or more generally rules) of the form:
initiates(EventType, Object, Attribute, Value). (and similarly for terminates). For example an event of type`promote employee X to new rank R' initiates a period of time for which employee X holds rank R and terminates whatever rank X held at the time of the promotion:
initiates(promote(X, R), X, rank, R).
Here promote(X, R) is a term representing the type of the event. Since we are dealing with single-valued attributes it is not necessary to specify explicitly that the old rank is terminated. The details are shown in a moment. Given a fragment of data :
happens(promote(jim,assistant), 1986). happens(promote(jim,lecturer), 1988). happens(promote(jim,professor), 1991).
the OEC can be used to compute values of attributes of objects at given times, as in the following two queries:
?-holds at(jim, rank, R, 1989). ?-holds at(jim, Attr, Val, 1989).
The formulation of holds at in terms of initiates, terminates and happens is shown presently.
The OEC can also compute the periods of time for which an object's attributes have particular values. In the example, for instance, the query ?-holds for(jim, rank, R, Period).
would generate the answers R = assistant, Period = 1986{1988; R = lecturer, Period = 1988{1991; R = professor, Period = since(1991).
A term of the form Ts{Te denotes a time interval (closed on the left and open on the right) with start and end points Ts and Te respectively; since(Ts) denotes an open-ended interval, the set of time points later than or equal to Ts. (Time points need not be years, as in this example.) Notice that we do not include in the time line any distinguished time point`now' or`unchanged' as seems to be common in many temporal database systems (see for example the collection of papers 69]).
The following is the basic formulation of the OEC to derive the value of an attribute of an object at a speci c time:
holds at(Obj, Attr, Val, T) happens(Ev, Ts), Ts T, initiates(Ev, Obj, Attr, Val), not broken(Obj, Attr, Val, Ts, T).
broken(Obj, Attr, Val, Ts, T) happens(Ev , T ), Ts < T T, terminates(Ev , Obj, Attr, Val).
Informally, these clauses may be read procedurally as follows: in order to nd the value Val of an attribute Attr of an object Obj at time T, nd an event Ev which happened before time T and initiated the value of that attribute; and then check that no other event which terminates that value has happened in the meantime. The interpretation of not as negation by failure in the last condition for holds at gives a form of default persistence: the value of an attribute is assumed to hold at all times after its initiation by event Ev unless there is information to the contrary. The constraint that attributes are single-valued implies that the value of an attribute is terminated if an event initiates it to another value. This is represented by adding the following general rule:
terminates(Ev , Obj, Attr, ) initiates(Ev , Obj, Attr, ).
(The use of the anonymous Prolog variable`' in this clause is just to cover the unlikely case that an event is speci ed to re-initialise an attribute to its existing value.)
The computation of periods of time is obtained by the following: Given a set of events, the object-based event calculus can be used to answer queries such as nding out the value of an attribute of an object at a speci c time, or the period of time for which an attribute of an object has a given value. We can determine the state of an object at any time by nding out the values of all its attributes.
Of course execution of this event calculus, in Prolog say, does not yield an objectoriented style of computation. But conceptually, in object-oriented terminology, we could consider events as messages to modify object states. The speci cation of how events a ect the state of objects would then correspond to methods, and the predicates initiates and terminates would be the system primitives by which the methods are implemented.
So far we have discussed how event calculus can be used to describe changes to the internal states of objects, i.e., to values of attributes of objects. Apart from the events that cause changes of state of existing objects, there are other kinds of events which cause the creation of new objects or deletion of objects. Before moving on to present other kinds of changes, we wish to make a remark about the representation of events.
Digression: Representation of Events
For the formulation of the OEC we have adopted C-logic's formula approach for the treatment of objects in the data model. In this paper we also use C-logic syntax as a convenient shorthand for describing events. The transformation of C-logic to Prolog (see section 2) allows us to mix C-logic and standard Prolog syntax freely, and this is particularly convenient when describing events. For example, an event which is described in Prolog by the following assertions event(e1). act(e1, promote). object(e1, jim). newrank(e1, prof). happens(e1,1989).
can be written equivalently and more concisely using C-logic syntax as follows: event:e1 act)promote, object) jim, newrank)prof]. happens(e1,1989).
We could also write, for example, happens(event : e1 act ) promote, object ) jim, newrank ) prof], 1989).
Generally we prefer to separate the structure of the event from the record of its occurrence (happens), as in the rst C-logic version above. Whichever formulation is chosen, the Clogic to Prolog transformation makes all of them equivalent.
It is important to note that the C-logic representation of events is not essential to the main theme of the paper. We are primarily concerned with the treatment of changes to objects, and for this we have followed C-logic's formula approach for the semantics of complex objects. It is of minor importance that we have also chosen to use C-logic syntax for the representation of events. To put it another way, the C-logic representation of events could just as well be employed to re-formulate the original (relational) event calculus, but that would not alter the nature of the data model supported by that version of the event calculus.
Creation of Objects
Creation of a new object of a given class means adding new information about an entity to the database. We can think of describing object creation by events | birth of a person, manufacturing a vehicle, hiring a new employee | whose speci cations provide the necessary information about the initial state of the object.
In object-oriented databases, classes provide an instantiation mechanism for creating their new instances. Instantiation is performed by calling on a class to create a new object based on the information given in the class. This object is then initialized by giving each of the attributes an appropriate initial value.
In the context of temporal databases, objects are not created and destroyed. What changes is whether an object with a given identity exists or not. But since every object in our framework belongs to a class, it is unnecessary to introduce a separate exists predicate: instead we make class membership, instance of, a time-varying relationship. (In other words, to determine whether an object x of class C`exists' at time t, determine whether x is an instance of class C at time t.) The`creation' of an object is then a matter of assigning it to a chosen class and specifying its initial state.
We handle creation of objects by specifying which events assign objects to which classes, employing for this purpose a new predicate assigns. We use the same event description to initialize the state of the object. As an example consider registration of a student. The description of a speci c registration event might be as follows:
The rules that specify the e ects of such registration events are: assigns(event : Ev act ) register, object ) Obj], Obj, student).
initiates(Ev, Obj, section, S) event : Ev act ) register, object ) Obj, section ) S]. initiates(Ev, Obj, supervisor, S) event : Ev act ) register, object ) Obj, supervisor ) S].
The assigns statement is used to assign the identity of the object Obj to the class student; the initiates statements are used to initialize the object's state. In initializing the state of the object, not all attributes need to be assigned to values. Some attributes may not have any values or they may have \unde ned" as a value. The occurrence of the speci c registration event described above is recorded by :
happens(e23, 1991).
There is one further point of detail. Assimilation of new event descriptions into the database will generally require introducing one or more new object identities (e23 and presumably ali in the above example). In a practical implementation, generation of unique new identities can be left to the system. But notice that generation of object identities is not the same problem as`creation' of new objects.
Recall from our presentation of the basic data model that instances of a class are also instances of all the superclasses. It is therefore necessary to arrange that any new instance of a class should automatically become a new instance of the superclasses. There are several ways of arranging for this, of which the simplest is to include the following rule: assigns(Ev, Obj, Class) is a(Sub, Class), assigns(Ev, Obj, Sub).
For the time being we assume that once an object is assigned to a class, it remains an instance of this class throughout its lifetime. That is, objects exist (i.e., they are in the database) or cease to exist at various times. Their existence is described by assigning their identities to their class. Once an object is assigned to a class it remains as an instance of that class during its lifetime and never changes class.
Deletion of Objects
Deletion of objects can also be described by events. There are two kinds of deletions that we are going to discuss in this paper. One is absolute deletion of an object where the object is removed from the database: more precisely, since we are dealing with temporal databases, the object ceases to exist, or rather, ceases to be an instance of any class. The other form of deletion deletes an object from its class but keeps it as an instance of another class, possibly one of the superclasses. The second case is related to mutation of objects over time, which will be discussed in section 5.
For the purposes of this section, we assume that when an object is`deleted' not only does it cease to belong to the set of instances of its class and the superclasses, but also all of its attribute values are terminated. The reason is that attributes represent the internal structure of an object. If an object ceases to exist then it is no longer meaningful to speak of its internal structure.
We use another new predicate destroys to specify events that`delete' objects. The rule:
terminates(Ev, Obj, Attr, ) destroys(Ev, Obj).
has the e ect that all attributes de ned in the class of the object and also those inherited from superclasses are automatically terminated when the object ceases to exist. There is one point to consider when deleting objects in object-oriented databases. If we delete an object x, there might be other objects that have stored the identity of x as a reference. The deletion therefore can lead to`dangling references ' 77] . We eliminate dangling references by adding another general rule for the terminates predicate:
terminates(Ev, Obj, Attr, ValObj) destroys(Ev, ValObj).
The e ect is that the value ValObj of the attribute Attr is terminated by any event which destroys the object ValObj.
Class Membership
As objects are created and deleted/destroyed, the instances of a class change in time. This temporal behaviour of class membership can be handled by parametrizing the instance of relation with times. We now have events that initiate and terminate periods of time for which an object O is an instance of a class C. The instance of relation is a ected when a new object is assigned to a class or when an object is destroyed. By analogy with holds at, the following nds the instances of a class at a speci c time:
instance of(Obj, Class, T) happens(Ev, Ts), Ts T, assigns(Ev, Obj, Class), not removed(Obj, Class, Ts, T).
removed(Obj, Class, Ts, T) happens(Ev , T ), Ts < T T, destroys(Ev , Obj).
With this time-variant class membership we can ask queries to nd the instances of a class at a speci c time. For example:
?-instance of(Obj, employee, 1980).
We can also write the analogue of holds for (i.e., instance for) to compute the periods of time for which an object belongs to a class (or`exists'). Note that an object can have several distinct periods of membership (or`existence'). We omit the details of instance for since they can be reconstructed straightforwardly by comparison with the earlier formulation of holds for.
Discussion and Related Work
We have introduced two separate sets of predicates, one for dealing with change in internal state of objects and one for creation/deletion of objects. The internal states of objects are derived by use of the predicates holds at and holds for. These are de ned in terms of predicates initiates and terminates which specify the e ects of events on objects' internal states. The temporal class membership is derived by the predicates instance of and instance for; predicates assigns and destroys are used to specify how events a ect class membership. The formulation of these two sets of predicates are direct analogues of one another. We could combine them into one set of predicates, with one general formulation, and thereby dispense with one set of predicate names altogether. We have not done so because we want to emphasize the conceptual di erence between changes in an object's state on the one hand and changes to class membership on the other. The treatment of change formulated in the OEC is appropriate under the assumption that facts and properties of objects persist over time | that, once initiated, each fact continues to hold without interruption until it is terminated by some subsequent event. Such facts have been termed`stable' or, perhaps more perspicuously,`stepwise constant ' 58] in the literature on temporal databases. The OEC can be extended to accommodate other kinds of time-varying behaviour by incorporating various extensions that have been developed for the original, relational event calculus. In particular continuous change can be treated using the`trajectories' of 59]. We do not present the details here. The treatment can be imported from the relational versions without modi cation, and is actually slightly more convenient to formulate within the OEC, since it is continuous change of values of attributes that is of interest; it is di cult to imagine what continuous change of membership of a class would correspond to. Other extensions, such as allowing for di erent granularities of time within the same data model 24, 51], could also be adapted straightforwardly.
In the database eld, the modelling of temporal information has been dominated by approaches based on the relational model. There are exceptions (see e.g. 21, 32, 56, 57, 68, 73] and 61] for a comparative survey). These proposals di er in the range of modelling features they provide. More signi cantly, they di er also in their general approach to the representation of temporal information, and to the notion of`object' itself. We select here two examples, each of which is intended to be representative of a general class of approaches.
The rst example is the extended entity-relationship model described in 21]. This has many features in common with the data model supported by the OEC. It has entities, timeinvariant identities (there called`surrogates' for entities), attributes, and time-varying membership of classes and sub-classes. The temporal extension records a`lifespan' with each entity, with each attribute-value, and with each class membership instance. These lifespans correspond exactly to the time periods computed by the instance-for and holdsfor predicates of the OEC. The model of 21] also supports relationships between entities, a feature not provided by the OEC. A corresponding extension of the OEC, discussed brie y in 34], could be obtained by combining the OEC with the relational version of the event calculus, but this is something we have not undertaken yet. The crucial di erence between the OEC and the temporal entity-relationship model of 21] lies in their respective treatments of lifespans/periods and their treatments of updates. In 21] updates are treated as operations on the database, and the system provides a number of basic operations for this purpose: to create new entities of a given type, to insert and delete entities from classes, and to modify attribute values. In each case, the corresponding lifespan must be manipulated explicitly. The main motivation for the OEC, in contrast, as in the original event calculus, is to provide some semantic structure for updates and for the computation of`lifespans'. Updates, corresponding to assimilation of information about changes in the world, are treated by adding an appropriate event description to the`journal' stored in the database. The e ects on the objects and their attributes are not modelled as operations on the database but are derived from the event descriptions via the speci cations given by the initiates{terminates and assigns{destroys predicates. We should note, however, that other kinds of change, such as corrections of mistakes, are not supported directly by the OEC and must be treated as modi cations of the`journal'. A more powerful and general treatment would require the introduction of a separate transaction time dimension. As already mentioned, this has been done for versions of the relational event calculus 63, 64] but not yet for the OEC.
The second representative is the temporal object-oriented system described in 73]. That system, however, places considerable emphasis on encapsulation and abstract data types. These are object-oriented programming features that are generally not mimicked directly in logic-based treatments of objects. (See the discussion in section 2.) The proposal in 73] also treats time points and intervals as abstract data types, which we do not attempt.
To avoid any misunderstanding, we should perhaps state explicitly that we are not claiming in this paper to have introduced or invented some new modelling concept | temporal or object-oriented | that is not already found in the literature. Conversely: our intention is to show how a base set of object-oriented features may be provided in a natural fashion in an integrated temporal/deductive framework; to demonstrate that this framework can be further extended to provide a wider range of features, some of which we present in detail; and to indicate that the resulting system can be used as it stands for the construction of practical small-medium applications and has the prospect of further development to large-scale database applications. We want to emphasise that it is the general framework that is the basis for meaningful comparisons with other work, and not the list of features currently supported by the OEC.
Mutation of Objects: Changing the Class
We have so far assumed that objects exist, cease to exist in the database, but never change class. However in the real world it is common that objects evolve over time. Consider the representation of an employee instance again. We have represented the rank of an employee object by including an attribute rank whose value can change over time: Then employees of di erent ranks would be considered as di erent classes, represented using is a:
is a(lecturer, employee). is a(professor, employee).
The choice between the two representations is a data modelling issue. If employees have di erent additional attributes according to their ranks then it is appropriate to represent di erent ranks as subclasses. However, even if the structure of all ranks is identical, the choice between the two representations can become signi cant, if we consider the dynamics of the`promotion' event. In the rst representation, values of the rank attribute can be changed straightforwardly to model the e ects of promotion. In the second representation, modelling a promotion from lecturer to professor requires destroying the lecturer object and creating a new professor object. But then how do we relate the new professor and the old lecturer, and how should we preserve the values of una ected attributes common to all employees?
Classes and types
While researchers in knowledge representation systems have been aware of the problem of mutating objects for some time 10, 66] it has only recently begun to receive attention in the object-oriented database community 76, 72] . In most object-oriented database systems the permanent binding of an object's identity to a single class constrains the tracking of real world entities over time. This is a critical problem, because one is forced to model entities that evolve dynamically with objects that cannot.
The ability to change the class of an object provides support for object evolution. It lets an object change its structure and behaviour, and still retain its identity. In 76] a type system which allows this kind of evolution is presented. An object x can have a set of types, and the change from one type to another is a process of selectively adding and deleting types to the set of types of x. The notion of typing is retained whilst allowing some exibility in system evolution.
In our present framework there is no notion of type. We support the grouping of objects according to common structure and properties by means of class, which is a dynamic notion. This gives more exibility for representing class changes. However there are other advantages to be gained from having a type system in addition. A further typing mechanism could be added as an extension to our basic data model. There is a tendency in the literature to use the terms`type' and`class' interchangeably. For us they are distinct notions: one (type) is a static, syntactic feature of the representation language; the other (class) is a dynamic grouping of objects according to their structure and properties.
Realization
We deal with the evolution of objects by allowing events that change an object's class, and some or all of its attributes. For example, graduation causes a student to change class. The e ects can be described by removing the student object from class student and terminating those attributes he has by virtue of being a student; attributes he has by virtue of belonging to class person should however be retained. The selective termination of attributes is obtained by using schema information. In order to deal with this type of class change we introduce another predicate removes in place of destroys. Again, new predicate names are used in order to emphasise conceptual di erences.
Consider gure 3. A graduation event causes ali to move up the class hierarchy. When the student ali graduates, he is removed from student and becomes an instance of the There is in addition a general rule, that removing an object from a class terminates all attributes speci c to instances of that class:
terminates(Ev, Obj, Attr, ) removes(Ev, Obj, Class), attribute(Class, Attr).
The overall e ect of a graduation event for ali is that, for times after the graduation, it is no longer possible to derive instance of(ali, student), nor values for any of his studentspeci c attributes since these are all terminated automatically by the graduation event.
Now consider hiring ali as an employee. This will cause his class to be changed from person to employee. Since the class employee has some additional attributes (dept, rank), the speci cation of this event will include values to initiate these attributes. Thus the e ects of the hiring event are described by assigning him to the class employee, and initiating his employee-speci c attributes. The description of such an event might be:
The e ects of hiring events in general can be speci ed as follows:
assigns(event: Ev act ) hire, person ) P], P, employee).
initiates(event: Ev act ) hire, person ) P, dept ) D], P, dept, D). initiates(event: Ev act ) hire, person ) P, rank ) R], P, rank, R).
Note that in changing ali's class rst from student to person then from person to employee, ali has not been removed from the class person and has retained all his personspeci c attributes. More importantly the identity of the changing ali object remains the same throughout.
We have described moving an object up and down the class hierarchy by two separate event occurrences. We can also imagine a single event which would cause an object to change its class from student to employee directly (`hire-student' say). The e ect of this type of event could be speci ed as follows: removes(event: Ev act ) hire-student, student ) S], S, student). assigns(event: Ev act ) hire-student, student ) S], S, employee).
As in the case of two separate events, we do not lose the values of the person-speci c attributes, and we do not remove the object from class person.
The question naturally arises of what happens to attribute values as the object moves across the hierarchy. In our framework, the relationships between old and new values in the sibling classes, if any, can be speci ed explicitly using initiates statements, just as in the speci cation of the initial state of a newly`created' object (e.g.`hiring' above). There is nothing special about class-changing events in this respect. We do not believe that any useful general rules can be formulated, even for the case where the sibling classes contain attributes with the same name. It might be supposed that in such a case the values of the common attributes should remain unchanged. We believe this would be a mistake. If the common attribute has a di erent intended meaning in the two classes, then there is no reason why the two values should be the same, except by coincidence. In the case where the common attribute does have the same intended meaning in both classes (e.g. if an attribute age indicates the age of a student and also the age of an employee), then this suggests an inadequacy in the modelling scheme itself. If we want such attributes to retain their values during a class change, then they should belong to a common superclass of the two classes involved. (In the example, age should be an attribute of person and not of the more specialised sub-classes student and employee separately.) The whole point is that common attributes should be de ned as part of the structure of a general class, with each sub-class further introducing the additional attributes speci c to its instances.
We have illustrated three kinds of simple class change: changing from a class C to a direct superclass of C , changing from C to a direct subclass of C and changing from C to a sibling class of C in the hierarchy. In the general case, changing an object from class C1 to class C2 involves nding a path in the class hierarchy and using rules similar to the preceding ones to move along this path.
Remarks
In general, class changing events a ect both the internal state of objects and also the class membership relation. The holds at and holds for clauses for deriving internal states of objects require no modi cation, since the e ect is accommodated by making terminates dependent on removes as shown already. However we do need to modify the clauses for instance of (and instance for) to take removes into account. The modi ed formulation of instance of is as follows: instance of(Obj, Class, T) happens(Ev, Ts), Ts T, assigns(Ev, Obj, Class), not removed(Obj, Class, Ts, T).
removed(Obj, Class, Ts, T) happens(Ev , T ), Ts < T T, removes(Ev , Obj, Class).
removes(Ev, Obj, ) destroys(Ev, Obj).
The last clause states that if an event destroys an object, then that event also removes the object from all its classes. There are two details left, one comparatively trivial and one more substantial. We take them in order.
In the formulation as we have presented it, the general recursive rule for assigns, which describes the subset relation (see section 4.3), causes the assignment of an object to a class redundantly when there are also other more speci c assigns statements present. For instance when hiring person x as an employee, a new period of time for the fact instance of(x, person) is initiated even though this fact is already current (x is already an instance of person when the hiring takes place). This duplication of periods occurs with every classchanging event for which an assigns statement assigns an object to a subclass of its current class. The problem manifests itself when the database is queried about the instance for relation because then several di erent but overlapping periods of time can be generated as answers. There are various solutions to this problem. The simplest is to take into account the possibility of these di erent time periods in the formulation of instance for so that all these separate periods are amalgamated into one. (This requirement has been termed coalescing in the temporal database literature 27, 31] .)
The second point is more substantial. Allowing objects to change their class presents a potential problem which is analogous to dangling references. The problem arises when an object, which is the value of an attribute Attr of some other object, changes class in such a way that it can no longer be regarded as a meaningful value for attribute Attr. For example, assume that the sta instances have an attribute student which takes a student as a value. Further assume that the student ali is a student of the sta member john. When ali graduates and changes class to employee, the student attribute of john is not valid any longer and should be terminated. The graduation, which is de ned as a class-changing event, takes care of terminating and initiating attributes of the student, but the other objects referring to this object as a student are not changed. This problem, sometimes called the dangling domain problem 76], would be a type violation in a typed system. In our present framework the problem can be avoided by writing event speci cations appropriately, but this obviously requires that all`dangling domain' problems are identi ed and accounted for explicitly. This is clearly unsatisfactory. The natural solution is to re ne the schema so that the type (or perhaps class) of the value of an attribute is speci ed as well. In principle, this additional schema information would allow for a re-formulation of the OEC so that attributes a ected by the`dangling domain' are terminated automatically in the same kind of way that`dangling references' are eliminated. However the details turn out to be quite complicated, and we have not yet explored all the possibilities.
Further Considerations
For the purpose of focussing attention on the di erent kinds of changes to objects and how they can be formulated, we have presented a simpli ed form of the OEC so far. In this section we sketch how the OEC is modi ed to provide other features which are required for practical applications. The two main extensions to the basic data model are to allow multi-valued as well as single-valued attributes, and to support a wider range of methods than those introduced so far, speci cally for deriving new information from the existing states of objects.
Multi-valued Attributes
Multi-valued attributes are supported very straightforwardly in our framework, since it is actually single-valued attributes that are the special case and that impose additional requirements. We do not attempt to support set-valued attributes.
A multi-valued attribute denotes a one-to-many relation which maps the identity of an object to one or more objects. Such a relation can be thought of as a set of binary predicates, as in C-logic 13], for example. Indeed in C-logic all attributes are multivalued, since an attribute in that language is semantically the same as a binary predicate. Thus the C-logic term person: john children ) ftom, sue, maryg].
is just a shorthand notation for the complex term person: john children ) tom, children ) sue, children ) mary].
which is semantically equivalent to the following set of assertions in rst-order logic: children(john, tom). children(john, sue). children(john, mary).
This notion of multi-valued attribute should be contrasted with approaches where (single-valued) attributes are allowed to take sets of objects as values. Set-valued attributes provide increased expressive power (they are no longer just rst-order) but at the cost of introducing the very severe semantical and computational problems associated with sets and set uni cation 47]. As argued in 13], the simpler notion of multi-valued attribute already satis es most of the practical and expressive requirements of set-valued attributes, at enormously reduced complexity.
The re-formulation of the object-based event calculus to allow for multi-valued attributes requires just a slight generalisation of what has been presented in the previous sections. The main adjustment is a re nement of the clause which is used to implement the functionality constraint for single-valued attributes, viz:
terminates(Ev, Obj, Attr, ) initiates(Ev, Obj, Attr, ).
If we wanted to support only multi-valued attributes then it would be su cient to delete the`functionality' clause altogether and retain the rest without change. Since we want to support both single and multi-valued attributes in one system, the obvious solution is to make the clause above applicable to single-valued attributes only. For this it is necessary to extend the schema information so that it also speci es whether an attribute (in a given class) is single-valued or not. A third argument is therefore added to the predicate attribute to specify the kind of the attribute: single or multi.
The clause implementing the functionality constraint now requires an extra condition so that it does not apply to multi-valued attributes. Since the kind of an attribute (single or multi) may depend on class as well as the attribute name, it is necessary to include the class name as an additional argument in the initiates and terminates predicates. The modi ed clause is:
terminates(Ev, Class, Obj, Attr, ) attribute of(Class, Attr, single), initiates(Ev, Class, Obj, Attr, ).
The de nition of attribute of must also be altered to take inherited single-valued attributes into account, as follows:
attribute of(Class, X, Type) attribute(Class, X, Type). attribute of(Class, X, Type) is a(Class, Super), attribute of(Super, X, Type).
Including the class name as an argument in the initiates and terminates predicates makes it necessary to specify the class of an object at query time. Moreover, the clauses of the object-based event calculus presented earlier all need to be adjusted to take the presence of this new class argument into account. This is a very simple modi cation that raises no additional questions and so we do not show the whole modi ed version of the OEC again.
Derived-attribute methods
In object-oriented systems, methods are operations to describe the behaviour of objects. This includes both modi cation and manipulation of the state of objects. We have so far considered only methods that modify the state of objects. Now we want to extend the kind of methods that are supported to include also methods which can derive new information from the existing state of objects. We call such methods derived-attribute methods or sometimes just rules. For instance the age of a person can be derived from the date of birth; the boss of an employee can be derived from the manager of his department, and so on.
Derived-attribute methods are included in the schema de nition according to the classes. There have been numerous proposals for how to de ne and implement such methods in a logic programming framework (e.g. 19, 25] ). Representing methods as deductive rules is the most common approach in the existing languages and the one we follow here.
The de nition of derived-attribute methods can be given in a syntax similar to C-logic or other object-logic languages. For instance, in F-logic 37], the boss of an employee is de ned by the following rule:
stating that the boss is the manager of the department in which the employee works. This kind of syntax can be translated straightforwardly into an internal form which is manipulated by the object-based event calculus. The head of the rule contains the name of the derived attribute and the body contains the object-attribute-value information. Each rule is associated with a class. We employ the following representation in order to index methods by the class names: method(ClassName, Object, AttrName, Value, Body).
The rst argument, ClassName, refers to the name of the class for which the method is de ned. Object is the identity of the object for which the method is invoked. The third argument, AttrName, is the name of the derived attribute (in the object-oriented terminology this corresponds to the message used to invoke the method). The fourth argument, Value, denotes the value returned as the result of the method. And nally, Body is the translated form of the body of the rule.
For the purposes of this paper we assume that the body of a derived-attribute method is a conjunction of complex object terms (i.e., object-attribute-value information). Other more general forms can be allowed but we present only the most basic form here. Again following C-logic 13], the relational semantics for complex object terms allows every such term to be decomposed into a conjunction of atomic object terms, and so the body of a rule can always be expressed as a conjunction of conditions of the form o-term(Class, Obj, Attr, Val). Hence the example above would be translated into the form:
Note that conjunctions are here represented as lists. We employ the standard Prolog notation, where XjY] is the list with head element X and tail Y, the term a,b, ,c] stands for the list of elements a, b, , c, and ] denotes the empty list, which in the present context represents the empty conjunction (`true'). This is the most convenient internal representation; it is very easy to provide an interface to translate derived-attribute methods in some chosen syntax into this internal form. Given such a representation, we now require the ability to compute not only the conclusions that are derivable from the rules, but also the time periods for which such conclusions hold. There are two dimensions in dealing with time-varying aspects of derived information. One is that the rules themselves are subject to change with time. That is, the rules de ned in a class may be applicable during di erent periods of time. For instance in a database dealing with legislative matters, the rules for computing taxes of employees may need to be changed as the government changes its tax policies. (See 63, 64] for a detailed treatment.) The other dimension is the actual computation of the value of the derived attribute at a particular time or for a given period of time. The rst aspect of the problem is related to schema evolution. As rules are de ned in the schema, any change to the de nition of the rules requires modi cation of the schema. This problem will be discussed in section 9. The second aspect is related to query evaluation and is discussed here.
In its full generality, temporal reasoning with derived information raises a number of unresolved questions which are the subject of much current research. The usual solution, and the simplest, is to distinguish between base and derived information and treat these separately. The e ects of changes (here, events) are then described by specifying only how they a ect base information. The e ects on derived information are obtained indirectly, because derived information is computed from the base information when it is required. This is the approach that we follow also. We do not specify how events a ect derived attributes directly. Values of derived attributes at any given time are determined by nding the corresponding method in the schema de nition and then solving each condition of the rule body at the speci ed time instant. This is accomplished by adding another clause to the de nition of holds at:
holds at(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, T) method(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, Body), solve at(Body, T).
Here solve at(Body, T) can be seen as a`meta-interpreter' which executes the Body at the speci ed time T : More general forms of rules for derived attributes are accommodated by allowing other kinds of conditions and adding further clauses for solve condition at.
The period of time for which a derived attribute takes a particular value can also be determined. Intuitively, the time period for which the conclusion of a rule holds is computed from the time period for which the rule itself holds and the time periods for which each of its conditions hold: if we think of time periods as sets, then the result is the intersection of these time periods. In order to determine the time periods for which a derived-attribute holds a particular value, we add another clause to the de nition of holds for: holds for(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, P) method(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, Body), solve for(Body, P).
The predicate solve for determines the intersection of time periods for the conditions in the body of a derived-attribute method. In database terms, it can be thought of as computing a`temporal intersection join ' 18, 48] . solve for can be de ned as follows:
solve for( ], always). solve for( AjRest], P) solve condition for(A, P1), solve for(B, P2), intersect(P1, P2, P).
solve condition for(o-term(Class, Obj, Attr, Val), P) holds for(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, P).
Here always denotes the universal time period (the intersection of any time period P with always is P). There is a more e cient, tail-recursive formulation of holds for which we omit. As in the case of solve condition at, more general forms of rule for de ning derivedattributes are treated by adding further clauses for solve condition for.
Implementation Issues
The OEC presented in the preceding sections can be implemented in di erent ways. It can be executed as a Prolog program, by transcribing the clauses given into Prolog syntax, although for reasons identi ed below the performance of the resulting program is likely to be poor, even in small examples. For practical applications we make use of a Prolog implementation that incorporates an additional`tabulation' or`lemma generation' mechanism, described presently. The OEC could also be implemented in one of the object-oriented logic programming languages now available (see section 2) in order to provide the kind of clustering' normally associated with object-oriented implementations; we have conducted some preliminary experiments using L&O 50] as an implementation language. Or the OEC as presented could be seen as an (executable) speci cation and suitable algorithms constructed to perform the same tasks in a procedural language.
We have employed the OEC in a number of small{medium applications, of which the most developed is a database dealing with the activities of a University department (from which the examples in this paper have been taken). To give some indication of size, object instances in these applications are numbered in hundreds and event occurrences in thousands. We have recently embarked on the reconstruction of an application in cardiovascular medicine originally constructed using the standard (relational) event calculus 62].
The purpose of this section is to summarise the implementation techniques used in these applications. As indicated in the introduction to the paper, our aim is also to employ the OEC as the basis of large-scale temporal database systems; in this regard, we wish to explain why implementation techniques under development for temporal databases can be adapted for use with the OEC.
Current implementations
The problems encountered in the e cient execution of the OEC can be illustrated by reference to the execution of holds at queries. Exactly similar points can be made for more general holds at queries, for holds for (the computation of time periods), and for the class membership analogues instance of and instance for.
Obviously, there is the problem of searching e ciently for relevant candidate events that could initiate or terminate the value of the attribute in question, for which some form of indexing is required. But the main factor a ecting performance of the OEC (and of the standard relational versions of the event calculus) is the need to determine what the e ects of each such candidate event are (what it initiates and terminates). In general, this is not just a matter of looking up the happens assertions (the`journal' of event occurrences), since to determine whether an event actually does initiate or terminate a value for a given attribute may require some further computation; and in a naive implementation this in turn may generate re-computation of the same facts over and over again, whenever initiates or terminates statements are context-dependent, that is, in the case where the value initiated or terminated by an event at time t depends on what other values are current at time t. In these circumstances naive execution of the event calculus clauses can lead to very severe redundancies in the computation, signi cantly a ecting performance even in small applications.
Dramatic improvements can be obtained by adding a bottom-up component to the evaluation mechanism, by incorporating some form of`lemma generation'. This is a standard technique in logic programming, and in deductive databases where it is often referred to as`tabulation'. (See e.g. 70] for a survey and general account of tabulation techniques in deductive databases.) For the OEC implementation, all facts regarding the states of objects and the time periods initiated and terminated by the recorded events are stored as they are deduced: a very simple tabulation mechanism is su cient. We shall refer to these tabulated facts as the Object DataBase (ODB) for convenience. The ODB can be generated bottom-up when a new event is assimilated into the database, or | as we prefer | by tabulation during top-down query evaluation. However it is produced, the ODB contains all the information about objects: their states, their classes and the necessary information to derive the time periods for which these hold. When a query is posed to the system only the contents of the ODB are accessed without searching all the events again.
The obvious set of`lemmas' or`tabulated results' to store in the ODB are all the time periods, analogously to the scheme proposed in 64] for (relational) temporal databases based on the event calculus. We prefer an alternative which is much more exible and easier to maintain: for each tuple of the form (Obj, Attr, Val) we record the starting time(s) at which that tuple is initiated, and, separately, a record of the time(s) at which the tuple is terminated by another event. The time periods for which the tuple holds are easily derived from these start and end points as required. Similarly the class(es) to which an object belongs in time are stored as tuples of the form (Obj, Class) together with the start and end times for each. A Prolog implementation with this mechanism and a simple form of indexing gives quite acceptable performance for the applications mentioned above. The table in gure 4 gives some sample timings. The queries were executed on a database of the kind used as the source of examples in this paper, containing approximately 10,000 events (1000 objects). These timings are just intended to be indicative of performance. Further details regarding implementation techniques are provided elsewhere 36].
Future work
One of our longer term aims is to develop the OEC so that it can support database applications proper. More sophisticated indexing techniques will then be required. We do not want to give the impression that we underestimate the di culty of the task, but we do want to indicate why we believe this is not an unrealistic ambition. The point is that implementation techniques being developed for temporal (relational) databases are not incompatible with use of the OEC; many can be adapted, or even applied directly.
For example, the techniques described in 28] for implementing`backlogs' in transaction- student5,address,A,P) 26415.00 8.333 holds for(student5,A,V,P)
1.797e+05 64.500 holds at (assistant15,A,V,100) 152. 34 13.432
The database contains approx. 10,000 events (1000 objects).
(Quintus Prolog Release 3.1.1 on a SUN Sparc workstation) Figure 4 : Some sample timings time databases can be applied directly. The backlog of a relation is a system-generated relation that contains the complete history of updates to that relation. Each tuple is time-stamped with the times at which it was inserted, modi ed or deleted. A time-slice operator is provided to reconstruct the state of the relation at any given time; further techniques employing`di erential les' have also been developed so that query evaluation can make use of previously computed results. Although these techniques are designed for the implementation of transaction-time databases, the feature on which they rely is thè stepwise-constant' nature of the time-varying data. Since this is also the kind of change supported by the OEC, the same techniques are applicable for implementation of the ODB: indeed, the structures we store in the ODB have (almost exactly) the form of backlogs.
Indexing methods, such as the B + -tree techniques described in 22], can also be applied, with some modi cation, to the ODB, or more directly, to provide indexing on the record of event occurrences (the`journal'). Indeed, a very rudimentary form of this idea is the basis of an event calculus implementation described in 26]. Development of these ideas, and of associated query optimisation techniques, remain topics for future work, however. In addition to temporal indexing, some form of structural indexing | some method of storing the objects and events so that search is restricted to the potentially relevant candidates | is also required. At present all information in the`journal' of event occurrences and in the ODB takes the form of relational tuples. (In the Prolog-based implementation simple forms of indexing these tuples have proved adequate.) Beyond some preliminary experiments with the L&O language 50], as mentioned above, we have not addressed the question of how to provide indexing methods that re ect the object-oriented structuring at the implementational level.
Versioning of Objects
Although version control is not considered to be a mandatory feature of object-oriented databases, it has often been associated with such databases because of the importance of versioning of objects in design applications. There have been many proposals to incorporate versioning in object-oriented databases. Up to now this problem has not received a complete and satisfactory solution mainly because several distinct models have been proposed for complex objects, but also because it is not clear what are the main concepts which concern object evolution. Usually the proposed version models are speci c to the application domain and show di erent characterizations according to the needs of the application.
The simplest kind of versioning is to keep object state histories 2, 9, 17]. It is based on retaining information about all past states of objects. Any update to an object will generate a new version. Checkpointing is another kind of versioning which adds facilities for managing a sequence of identi able points in time of the state history 3, 9] . At every checkpoint the state of the object is marked as being a version. Some other applications support parallel versions 7, 16] . After the initial creation of a design object, new versions of the object can be derived from it and new versions can in turn be derived from them. Therefore at any one time several valid representations of an object can coexist. This scenario necessitates the creation of a hierarchy or a graph, rather than a linear succession, to capture the evolution history of versions from the initial design.
In this section we describe how versioning models can be formulated within the OEC in a straightforward way. A feature of this treatment is that the version states are not copies of parent objects: only the di erences between their state and the parent's state are recorded. Versions share the history of their parent objects for unchanged attributes. As a natural by-produce we can also update and keep the history of versions, which is not possible in other proposals.
The formulation of the OEC presented so far provides us with the state history of objects, and already supports the simplest kind of versioning. At the application level we can query the state of an object at a speci c time point using the holds at predicate. This state can be viewed as a version of the object and by querying the object at di erent times we can keep track of its evolution. Checkpointing and parallel versioning can also be accommodated in the object-based event calculus with some modi cations to the original. These various modi cations are presented and discussed in more detail elsewhere 35]; here we summarize the modi cations for parallel versioning only.
Versions are objects which are derived from existing objects as a result of some requirements and modi cations. Versions are closely related to their parent versions, but they are still di erent objects and they must be uniquely identi able. Also, as versions share some of their properties with the object from which they are derived, there must exist an easy way of nding the previous version.
As de ned earlier, an object identity is a rst-order term which is composed of constants, variables and function symbols. We now use a naming convention that uniquely identi es the versions. Suppose we have an object with the identity o and we create versions of this object. One way of distinguishing these versions is to number them. The rst version of o will be v(o,1), the second v(o,2), the nth v(o,n) and so on. This naming provides a total ordering on the names of versions if we satisfy the condition that the number of a new version will always be greater than its parent version. When versions of versions are created, the same naming convention can be used to identify the new versions. The rst version of the object v(o,1) for example, will be named as v (v(o,1),1) , the second will be v(v(o,1),2) and so on.
The basic idea to represent an object having several versions at a time is to keep parallel histories for the object. Each history is identi ed by a version identity. Each version has its own history starting from its creation time. Once a version is created it is treated in the same way as other objects in the database. It can be updated, deleted or versioned. Meanwhile its parent object can be directly updated, even after one or more versions have been derived from it: the derived versions will not be able to see the updates in the parent object.
Creation of a version is described by events. In keeping the state history of objects, every event which causes a change in the value of the object's attribute creates a new state of the object, which can be viewed as a new version. In parallel versioning not every event is considered as a version-creating event. Only certain events can cause the creation of identi able versions. Some attributes can be classi ed as version-signi cant attributes, whose update would force the creation of a new version bearing the modi ed value of that attribute. Events that are speci ed as having e ects on these attributes can be de ned to be version-creating events.
The e ects of version creating events are speci ed by the predicate creates version which is used to mark the occurences of such events in the object's history and also to generate a unique identity for the version.
For example consider the design of a VLSI chip. Di erent versions of the chip may be derived, say to reduce the chip size or reduce the power consumption, etc. Every time a user performs a \recon gure" operation, a new version is assumed to be created. The version objects can be changed like any other object. Reasoning with the changing state of versions is done by similar axioms, but now the time of creation of the version is taken into account as well. The values of the attributes which are not changed at the creation time or later are derived using the parent version.
Consider gure 5 which shows a section of an object's version derivation history. Here Vid is a version identi er and Oid is the object from which it is derived. Oid can be another version or the initial object. Tc denotes the creation time of the version Vid, T denotes the time at which we query its state. The history of Vid starts at Tc and at that time Vid as its initial state has the same state as Oid has as of time Tc. At any time after its creation, say at T , the version's state can be changed by an event. If no such event happens between Tc and T, then the state of the version at time T is the same as the state of the object Oid at time Tc. However if there are some events that have happened after Tc and have changed the values of one or more attributes of the version, then we have to consider the e ects of these events as well.
? ? This formulation can be used to navigate through the versions easily, terminating when the recursion reaches the root object. This modi ed holds at can also be used to reason with the state of objects without any versions, provided that the event creating the object is de ned to be a version-creating event as well (i.e., a creates version statement de nes it also as an event which creates the object as the rst (maybe the only) version of itself).
Schema Evolution
In this section we look at the problem of changes in class de nitions (i.e., the database schema). As well as the objects in the database, class de nitions may also be modi ed. We address the problem of maintaining consistency between a set of objects and a set of class de nitions that can change.
Problem De nition
Schema evolution is not inherent to the object-oriented paradigm. However it is natural to assume that in the course of time, views of the world (i.e., class de nitions) will change.
Relational database systems provide limited facilities to accommodate changes at the schema level. Because of the independence of relations, only a few types of schema change are provided, including adding a new relation to the database, dropping a relation from the database, adding a new column to an existing relation, and dropping a column from a relation. Further, a change to a relation does not impact on other relations or their tuples. The situation is more complex in object-oriented databases. The spectrum of possible modi cations is wider due to the increased complexity of the model. Moreover, because of inheritance along the class hierarchy, a change to one class can a ect other classes and their instances as well as its own instances. The schema of an object-oriented database is the class hierarchy (or lattice). Accordingly, two kinds of changes to the schema are meaningful 42]: changes can be made to the class de nitions, and changes can be made to the structure of the class hierarchy. Changes to the class de nitions include adding and deleting attributes and methods. Changes to the class structure include creation and deletion of a class and alteration of the is a relationship between classes (adding and deleting the superclass-subclass relationship between a pair of classes).
There have been several proposals for supporting schema evolution in object-oriented database systems. (See e.g. 55] for a bibliography.) The existing approaches can be classi ed according to the strategy they take to bring existing objects in line with a modi ed class. There are mainly two approaches 42]: screening and conversion.
Screening is to defer (possibly inde nitely) modifying instances. The values are either ltered or corrected before they are used. Several systems adopt this approach 41, 60] . Conversion is to require with each schema change that all instances be converted to the new class de nition immediately after the change. Converting an instance means new attributes may be added into the object with default values and other attributes may be deleted from the object according to the new class de nitions. Class change must be propagated to the subclasses. GemStone 52] is an example of an object-oriented database system using this approach as its class modi cation methodology.
Most of the existing works support single schema modi cation. That is, at every time instant, there exists only one logical schema that can be used to view the objects. Past states of the schema are not retained. There is another dimension to the schema evolution problem: schema versioning, where all states of the schema are accessible. Just as an object may be versioned, the schema itself may be versioned as well. In this case the system will manage more than one logical schema for one common database and present di erent views of the database through di erent versions of the schema. Although there is a considerable amount of work in single schema modi cation, there are only a few works on the semantics and implementation of schema versioning (e.g. 40, 60] ).
There are two shortcomings to single schema modi cation. One is that it does not allow the history of modi cation of objects to be preserved. For example if an attribute of a class is dropped, the values of the attribute in existing instances are irretrievably lost; even if the attribute is added later, it will be treated as a di erent attribute and the old values of the attribute cannot be seen. Another shortcoming is that it does not prevent a schema change by one user from impacting all other users' views of the database. For example, once any user deletes an attribute or changes the superclass/subclass relationship between a pair of classes, all other users will see the changes.
Schema versioning removes the shortcomings of single schema modi cation. For ex-ample, if a user wishes to drop an attribute from a class in one version of the schema, he may create a new version of the schema. The user will not see the values of an attribute in existing instances of the class. However if the user later chooses to access the class through the previous version of the schema, he will be able to see the values of the attribute in all instances of the class that existed before he created the new version of the schema. We have extended the OEC to describe changes to the schema so that we can keep all states of the schema as well as the object states. This leads us to model schema versioning in a deductive framework. Our approach is di erent from the existing approaches since we develop the idea of having time-dependent views of the database.
Realization in the Event Calculus
The schema information in our framework consists of class de nitions, which are asserted via attribute and method predicates, and the class hierarchy, which is de ned by is a relationships. If we allow schema modi cations, we have to consider a time-dependent is a relationship and time-dependent class de nitions. When evaluating queries related to the states of instances, the state of the schema should also be considered. In querying the state of an object, its current class and the de nition of the class will determine the valid attributes for that instance. Apart from querying instances at di erent times, querying the state of the database schema at di erent times will be possible.
We now have two levels of data that change: schema and objects. We use the objectbased event calculus to describe changes at both levels. The object state history is described by a set of real world events and the schema state history is described by a set of system events. Once we are able to access all states of the schema, it is possible to derive the state of objects according to di erent schemas at di erent times. This provides us with schema versioning.
Schema changing events initiate and terminate periods of time for which a class is a subclass (isa at) of another class or a class has a certain attribute or method. We introduce time arguments to the is a and attribute relations to model this time-varying behaviour. The following predicates are used in reasoning with the schema states: attribute at(Class, Attr, Type, T) : Attr is an attribute (single or multi) of Class at time T. method at(Class, Obj, Mesg, Val, Body, T) : Mesg is a method valid for Class at time T. isa at(Class, Super, T) : Super is a superclass of Class at time T. With these predicates it is possible to keep the history of the class hierarchy and class de nitions. In the following, the clauses for is a are presented. We have omitted the clauses for the other two predicates which are similar. isa at(Class, Super, T) shappens(Ev, Ts), Ts T, adds(Ev, Class, Super), not dropped(Class, Super, Ts, T).
dropped(Class, Super, Ts, T) shappens(Ev, T ), Ts T < T, drops(Ev, Class, Super).
The occurrence of a schema event is recorded by the predicate shappens; a new predicate is introduced in order to avoid unnecessary search of real world events (recorded with happens) when the schema information is derived. The role of the predicates adds and drops is analogous to that of the predicates initiates and terminates respectively. They initiate and terminate periods of time for which a class is de ned to be a subclass of another class. It is also possible to write the analogue of holds for to compute periods for these relations (e.g. attribute for, isa for) 33]. Note also that we could again reduce the number of di erent predicates, but our present aim is to emphasize the di erent conceptual aspects of a changing schema. With the introduction of the time argument to the is a, attribute and method relations, inheritance becomes time dependent as well. For each state of the schema the structure of the instances may be viewed di erently according to the de nitions of their classes and superclasses. Thus we write: attribute at(Class, Attr, Type, T) isa at(Class, Super, T), attribute at(Super, Attr, Type, T).
method at(Class, Obj, Mesg, Val, Body, T) isa at(Class, Super, T), method at(Super, Obj, Mesg, Val, Body, T).
Having two time dimensions gives the user the ability of querying the state of an object at time T according to the schema at time Ts. Thus a query:
?-holds at(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, T, Ts). asks for the state of an object Obj at time T according to the schema at time Ts. The period of time for which an object holds a particular state can be queried in a similar fashion:
?-holds for(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, P, Ts).
In these queries the schema time Ts can be seen as a ltering mechanism for viewing the state of objects. In a model of the real world, each object has one history: by changing the schema we change our view of the real world, not the facts about objects. The facts about an object are visible only if the de nition of the class of the object exists in the schema version at the speci ed time. For instance, in the above query the required information can be acquired only if the attribute Attr is valid for the class Class and also the object is an instance of that class according to the schema at time Ts.
The formulation of holds at and holds for are changed slightly to take the schema time into account: holds at(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, T, Ts) attribute at(Class, Attr, Ts), instance of(Obj, Class, T, Ts), happens(Ev, T 1 ), T 1 T, initiates(Ev, Obj, Attr, Val), not broken(Obj, Attr, Val, T 1 , T).
holds for(Class, Obj, Attr, Val, during(T 1 , T 2 ), Ts) attribute at(Class, Attr, Ts), initiated(Obj, Attr, Val, T 1 ), terminated(Obj, Attr, Val, T 2 , Ts).
The introduction of a separate schema time requires some changes to the formulation of the instance of relation: instance of(Obj, Class, T, Ts) happens(Ev, T 1 ), T 1 T, assigns(Ev, Obj, Class, Ts), not removed(Obj, Class, T 1 , T, Ts).
The schema time is passed as an argument of the assigns predicate. This accomplishes the establishment of the subset relation according to the schema version at that time.
Existing proposals in the literature provide di erent approaches to schema versioning. For example, in 60] each class, rather than the entire schema, is treated as a versionable object. Since the schema itself is not versioned, a`virtual' version of the schema is constructed as a lattice of versioned class objects, having only one version of a class object included in any`virtual' version of the schema. In 40], the entire schema is viewed as a versioned object. Any number of new versions of schema may be derived at any time from any existing schema version. The access scope of a schema version is the set of objects created under that version and those objects in the inherited access scopes of the ancestor schema versions. Thus it is possible to view and manipulate di erent sets of objects under di erent versions of schema.
In this section we have presented a di erent approach for dealing with versions of schema. We keep the history of the database schema by recording every event that causes a change in the schema. Thus it is possible to access di erent states of the schema at di erent times. The access scope of each schema version is the subset of all objects in the database whose classes are de ned by the schema version. All updates to objects under one schema version will become visible to all schema versions which include the de nition of the classes of the objects.
Conclusions
The integration of deductive and object-oriented approaches presents many open questions and issues to be overcome. The main problem is caused by the opposition between a value based approach and an identity based approach. After an analysis of existing proposals, we were attracted by the virtues of the simplest approaches where a framework for complex objects is built within rst-order logic. The formula approach, exempli ed by C-logic, gives a semantics to an object by viewing it as a named collection of atomic formulas. Based on this approach we presented an object-based data model with support for object identities, single-valued and multi-valued attributes, class hierarchies, and derived-attribute methods.
The main contribution of this paper is the detailed development of the Object-based Event Calculus (OEC), which is intended as a general approach for representing and manipulating temporal objects in a logic programming framework. We have shown how the OEC may be used to represent and manipulate complex objects in a natural and descriptive way. We are not aware of any other work which deals with the di erent kinds of changes to objects in a single logical framework. We are also not aware of any other work which incorporates temporal information to the object states in a deductive framework.
From the representational point of view, there are some bene ts o ered by the OEC over the standard relational versions of the event calculus. Organising the speci cation of events by the class of object a ected gives more structure to the representation, which can be of sign cant value in practical applications. Other bene ts arise because the structure of objects, attributes, values and classes is richer than that of the relational data model, and this structure can be exploited. For example, the use of single-valued attributes and their treatment within the OEC reduces the need for general forms of integrity constraint, which otherwise are required for use with the event calculus. Similarly, much of the detail in the formulation of the OEC is concerned with the indirect e ects of creating and deleting objects which themselves may be the values of attributes of other objects. As a result, the grouping of objects into classes and sub-classes gives a comparatively simple device for dealing with some of the more common types of indirect change, or`rami cation', a problem which in its general form is a topic of much current research in temporal reasoning.
From the point of view of temporal databases, we have presented an approach to the construction of historical (`valid time') databases in which all states of objects are stored (implicitly) and are accessible (by deduction). We addressed several di erent kinds of change that can be identi ed in the context of an object-based data model, and we proposed a general approach for modelling these changes in a declarative way. For practical application, we were particularly concerned to explain how the rst-order semantics of objects allows implementations of the OEC to take advantage of indexing and other implementational techniques that are being developed for (relational) temporal databases.
